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ABSTRACT: Brain tumor is considered as the most critical diseases in the medical era. The formation of abnormal cells within 

the brain results in brain tumors. It is a mass of tissues that results in hormonal changes results in mortality. There are several 

works evolved for brain image segmentation and classifications. We propose a novel classification technique is proposed to 

classify as normal and abnormal for the given set of brain MR images. At first, the pre-processing is performed by median 

filtering, and segmentation is by employing the morphological technique. Then the dual-tree complex wavelet transform 

(DTCWT) is applied to extract the features, which are then given to a kernel support vector machine (KSVM) for classification. 

To improve the simplification of KSVM, K-fold cross-validation is used. Four common brain tumor diseases such as Alzheimer's 

disease, glioma, meningioma, metastatic, and sarcoma are taken as abnormal images. 200 brain MR images are collected from 

the Harvard Medical School website, in which 20 images are normal, and 180 images are abnormal. The classification of KSVM 

is performed with various kernels such as Gaussian Radial Basis (GRB), Homogeneous Polynomial (HPOL), and 

Inhomogeneous Polynomial (IPOL), in which the GRB attains the highest accuracy of 99.42%. The other two kernels HPOL and 

IPOL, attain 96.7% and 98.05, respectively. In which the proposed DTDWT+GRB provides better accuracy than the 

conventional methods. 

 

Keywords: MR Images, dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT), KSVM, and K-fold cross-validation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

As we are human beings facing various kinds of diseases in our day-to-day life, cancer is the most crucial disease among 

that brain tumor is one of the notable ones. It is generally caused by the enlargement of suspicious tissues in the brain. Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a mechanism used to obtain three-dimensional images of hidden organs. The images are extracted 

using the radio waves and strong magnetism field. The MRI techniques do not involve ionizing radiations. This is the primary 

reason for MRI's popularity and recognition as the best medical imaging method in the industry. The accuracy of those MR 

images was enhanced by applying them to quality image processing techniques.  

 

As we say among the image processing, the processing of brain images is more complex than others. The medical diagnosis 

can be made simple by using medical image processing by viewing the internal structures of unseen human organs. It is said to 

be a boon for patients and doctors to identify the tumors as accurately. It can be further investigated from the initial stage by 

applying mathematical operations to improve its imaging quality. The medical image processing techniques involve pre-

processing, image segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. The result obtained from the classification is taken for 

clinical diagnosis. The most important factor is pre-processing, which removes the images' insufficient, irregular, and noisy data.  

 

In this work, the given input image pre-processing is done using a median filter to eliminate the image noises without 

disturbing the original images. Next morphological operations are implemented for image segmentation, which involves 

opening, closing, erosion, and dilation. Then wavelet transform is used for processing the feature extraction, in which it did 

image analysis on the various resolution, which is known as multi-resolution analytics. The last stage is a classification which is 

further subdivided into supervised and unsupervised classifications. The industry-known supervised classification methods are 

Support vector machine (SVM) [1] and k- nearest neighbors (k-NN) [2]. And the popular unsupervised classification methods 

are fuzzy c-means [3] and self-organization feature map (SOFM) [1]. 

 

While these classification methods provide good classification results but in comparison to unsupervised classification, 

supervised classification results in higher classification accuracy. Most of the existing techniques can attain a classification 

accuracy of less than 96%. Compared to other supervised classification approaches, SVM [4] has a significant benefit of better 

performance in terms of high accuracy and simple mathematical analysis. Also, it never requires a massive number of data 

samples for training to avoid overfitting [5]. Linear SVMs are another form of original SVMs. In this paper, kernel-SVMs 
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(KSVMs) [6] are used for better classification. At transformed feature space, the hyperplane with maximum margin is fitted in 

which the transformation may be linear or nonlinear, and the space for change is high-dimensional.  

 

 

The organization of this paper is structured as follows: Section 1 illustrates the introduction, section describes the existing 

works, section 3 describes the proposed methodology, section 4 contains the result and discussion, and finally conclusion part in 

section 5.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

 In this section, we discussed various existing brain tumor detection techniques in the field. In this survey, the next work is 

from Sivaramakrishnan et al. [7]; he proposes a soft computing technique in extracting the tumors from the brain MR images. 

Here, the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering technique is applied to recognize the brain's tumor-affected region. Here histogram 

equalization method is used for computing pixel intensity values for identifying the grey level images. His work holds Principle 

Component Analysis (PCA) implemented for reducing the wavelet co-efficient dimensionality by extracting the MR images. The 

centroids of the clusters determine the FCM clustering algorithm. The gained result implies this approach is one of the best 

methods in processing brain tumor segmentation.  

 

 El-Dahshan, et al. [8] stated computer-aided diagnosis for brain tumor detection. It is a hybrid intelligent technique that 

operates automatically. It operates under three stages such as segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. In this work, 

the segmentation is done by implementing a feedback pulse-coupled neural network. For feature extraction, he uses Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT) and PCA minimizes the dimensionality of the wavelet coefficients. Finally, the proposed 

methodology achieves 99% of classification accuracy with rapid speed.  

 

 Jeyachandran, et al. [9] states about multi-texton  histogram technique for identifying brain tumor detection from MR 

images. He applies Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification, locating the tumor region, and feature extraction. The 

forward neural network and radial basis neural network were processed for training and testing the features. This methodology is 

proved to be effective when compared to the other traditional methods.  

 

 Camlica et al. [10] work using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features in an SVM classifier for classification to detect the 

salient regions of images. This methodology composes pre-processing phase, offline training, and online usage phase in which 

initially these images were folded at pre-processing, and it's done to reduce imaging area without loss of any information. 

Finally, SVM gained a higher classification score with minimum time composition and required low storage spaces compared to 

traditional methods. It results in rapid processing speed with reduced computational complexities. 

 

Sandeep et al. [11] presented a novel technique for classification, which has given the output of wavelets to the input of 

SVM and neural network self-organizing maps (SOM). The proposed approach can classify the given brain MR image as normal 

or abnormal. A dataset comprised of 52-brain MR images is used to test the performance of the proposed method. The 

classification accuracy of SOM and SVM achieves 94% and 98%, respectively. Thus, it is observed that the classification 

accuracy of SVM is higher than the SOM method.  

 

El Dahshan et al. [12] proposed a novel hybrid classification method to classify brain MR images. It is comprised of three 

phases such as feature extraction, feature reduction, and classification. At first, the feature extraction is processed using discrete 

wavelet transformation (DWT), and principal component analysis (PCA) reduces the dimensionality of extracted features by 

choosing more important features. There are two classifiers: feed-forward back propagation artificial neural network (FP-ANN) 

and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), used for classification, which also classifies the given MR image as normal or abnormal. The 

obtained classification accuracy of FP-ANN and k-NN is 97% and 98%, respectively. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

3.1. Database  

The T2-weighted MR brain images, represented in the axial plane with in-plane resolutions 256 × 256, are taken as the 

dataset. These datasets were downloaded from the links Harvard Medical School (URL: http://med.harvard.edu/AANLIB/), 

ADNI dataset (URL: http://www.adni.loni.uc-la.edu/) and OASIS dataset (URL: HTTP:// www.oasis-brains.org/). The T2 

images are PET modalities with clearer vision and more contrast than the T1. The dataset with abnormal brain MR images has 

various diseases like glioma, sarcoma, metastatic, Alzheimer's disease, and meningioma. From fig 7, these diseases were 

represented clearly. From the dataset from each disease, 36 images were selected randomly to combine one normal brain and 

four kinds of abnormal brain images. The total datasets contain 200 images and 180 (= 5 disease types ×36 images/diseases) 

abnormal brain images.  
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Fig. 1: Sample MR Images of Brain, (a) Normal Image, (b) Alzheimer's disease, (c) Glioma,  

(d) Meningioma, (e) Metastatic, (f) Sarcoma. 

 

3.2. Methodology 

This section explains the proposed technique on brain image classification, which comprises four stages: image pre-

processing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. Below fig 2 demonstrates the overall flow of the proposed 

method and all the four stages are explained in the following subsection in a detailed manner. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Overall flow of the brain tumor detection system 

 

3.2.1. Pre-processing  
 

Generally, the input images are raw are not directly taken for brain tumor detection. Initially, by implementing pre-

processing unwanted and redundant pixels are get eliminated. Then using the median filtering technique, the noises are reduced 

from the images. In pre-processing, all important details in the images are safeguarded. The median filtering compares each pixel 

with its neighboring pixels. By which the neighboring pixels’ median value replaces the original pixel value. The mid-pixel 
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values completely replace the sorted pixel values. The pre-processing result of sample MR brain images given is described in 

below figure 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Median filter on (a) Alzheimer's disease, (b) Glioma, (c) Meningioma, (d) Metastatic and (e) Sarcoma  

 

 

3.2.2. Segmentation  

In this section, the pre-processed image is segmented into several blocks; by means, these images were signified for better 

study. This process is based on two factors known as discontinuity and similarity. During which tumor region selected and 

unwanted regions in the images were removed effectively. By involving detailed analysis, the tumor region is separated and 

analyzed effectively. The morphological segmentation technique in the proposed brain tumor detection system is applied for 

partitioning foreground and background images. The tumor area is categorized as per the characteristic features such as size, 

location, and shape. The segmented result of the given sample MR brain images is shown in fig 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Segmentation on (a) Alzheimer's disease, (b) Glioma, (c) Meningioma, (d) Metastatic and (e) Sarcoma 

 

3.2.3. Feature Extraction  

On image recognition, accurate image processing is more important for diagnosing. In the case of medical imaging, it is 

required to extract valuable details from the given image pattern. We handle it using wavelets transform, a 2-D Dual-tree 

Complex Wavelet Transform, and very prominent for explicit recognition. Compared to R-DTDWT (two wavelets in each 

direction), our 2-D complex dual-tree discrete wavelet transform (C-DT-DWT) imposes twice as many wavelets. These wavelets 
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were positioned in the exact six directions as describes in R-DTDWT. On every path from two wavelets, one is taken for the real 

part on a complex-valued 2D wavelet.  

 

 

The imaginary part is taken as another wavelet. In the case of dual trees for smoothness and rational coefficients, a linear-

phase perfect reconstruction is done using a bi-orthogonal filter. In our work, we took the best filter sets for implementation 

because this dual-tree complex wavelet transform needs the first stage with different dual-tree filter banks compared to the 

further succeeding stages. In working with filters here, apart from Kingsbury’s approach, we use Selesnick’s approach of all 

filters in the same lengths. After the 1st level, to get the uniform interval on both trees, the delay on one tree must differ from 

others. This kind of half delay sample conditions equalizes uniformly oversampling at the low-pass signal on the ratio 2:1. It’s 

free from misidentification of a signal frequency, introducing distortion or error caused by low-pass. In this section 4-level, 

DTCWT is implied with half sample delay condition, which enables shift-invariant wavelet transform for getting an exact iris 

texture from the images. Fig 4 shows the composition of Selesnick's Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform, and the extracted 

features are given in table 1. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Selesnick's Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform 

 

 

 

Table 1: Extracted features for given sample MR brain images 

 

3.2.4. Classification 

Here motto of classification is to identify the data points that belong to which classes. These data points were observed as a 

p-dimensional vector; we need to create a (p-1)-dimensional hyperplane using it. For a successful data classification, multiple 

hyperplanes were created. The reason for multiple hyperplanes is that the best one is applicable for separating or margining the 

two classes. As a result, the best generalization performance can be achieved. Then the distance on hyperplanes was considered 

from that nearest data point is maximized [13]. The geometric interpolation of linear SVMs is clearly represented in fig 6. There 

are three hyperplanes H1, H2, H3, which classify the two classes perfectly. Because of the small margin between H2 and H3, it 

is not applicable for new test data. Here the best classification hyperplane is H1 with maximum margin and supports vectors 

perfectly. 

 

Types of 

tumor 

Mean Variance RMS Standard 

deviation 

Correlation Energy Homogeneity 

Alzheimer 

disease 
0.00296833 0.00804083 0.0898027 0.0897656 0.14179 0.748068 0.930543 

Glioma 0.00232457 0.00806901 0.0898027 0.0897846 0.138616 0.799806 0.943808 

Meningioma 0.00319438 0.00804784 0.0898027 0.0897579 0.142568 0.741386 0.928624 

Metastatic 0.00319438 0.00804784 0.0898027 0.0897579 0.142568 0.741386 0.928624 

Sarcoma 0.00182887 0.00802135 0.0898027 0.0897961 0.155898 0.767463 0.935048 
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Fig. 6. The Geometric view of Linear SVM 

 

i. Kernel SVM  

 

  The support vector machine (SVM) is a boon for machine learning. It is well known for direct geometric interpretation, 

smart mathematical tractability, and enhanced accuracy [14]. There is a rapid growth in the improvisation of SVM with the 

following merits such as bioinformatics along with computer vision, which involves flawless natural language categorization and 

convex quadratic optimization [15]. 

 

Initially, SVMs are constructed for hypersurfaces for data classifications through hyperplanes and applied kernel strategy 

[16]. Here the transform )(ai by the equation )()(),( jiji aaaak   the value u is also in the transformed space, with 


i

iii au )( Dot products. The nonlinear kernel function is replaced by dot products and w for classifications which is 

implemented by 
i

iii aakau ),()(.  . In addition, KSVMs fit the maximum-margin hyperplane with higher-dimensional 

feature space. Generally, there are three kernels listed in Table 2[17], and all these are flexible with tailor applicable for valuable 

data.  

 

S. No Name of the Kernels Expression 

1 HPOL d

jiji aaaak ).(),(   

2 IPOL d

jiji aaaak )1.(),(   

3 GRAB )||||exp(),( 2

jiji aaaak    

Table 2: Kernels and their expressions 

 

ii. K-Fold Cross-Validation  

 

 This methodology is applied for achieving maximum accuracy in classification and is not for independent datasets. In this 

method, cross-validation is added to avoid overfitting, limiting the accuracy but making the classifiers reliable and generalized 

for other independent datasets. There are three kinds of cross-validations such as leave-one-out validation, Random sub-

sampling, and K-fold cross-validation. 

 

The main objective of using K-fold cross-validation is simple, easy, and applicable for all kinds of training and validation. It 

repeats K times to use K-1 folds for training and remaining for testing or validation. The 10-fold cross-validation with schematic 

diagram is represented in fig 7. The K folds are partitioned randomly and distributed, which varies from other folds [18]. The 

challenges here are determining the number of folds exactly, and the error estimating and time-consuming is done by proper 

error rate estimator [19]. In this discussion, K experiments as ten based on the trial-and-error method. If the K parameters vary 

from 3 to 10 from step 1, the best K value is considered for achieving the highest classification accuracy.  
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Fig. 7. 10-Fold Cross-Validation 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

To prove the classification accuracy of SVMs, we tested them in various kernels such as HPOL, IPOL, and GRB. On 

implementation, hundreds of simulations were composed for estimating the optimal parameters of the kernel functions. This best 

order is d in HPOL and IPOL kernel, and the scaling factor γ in GRB kernel. In our proposed method, DTCWT+KSVM gained 

the best result in both training and testing images. In table 3, the training images and testing images were displayed clearly and 

applied with a 10-fold cross-validation method.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Training and testing of images using 10-fold cross-validation 

 

The classification accuracy of the proposed technique is presented in table 4. The gained result of our proposed scheme is 

compared with [12] & [41]. The result comparison was explained in table 5, proving that our proposed system DTCWT+KSVM 

with GRB kernel is more prominent than the other methods. The result achieved by the proposed method is 99.42% in 

classification accuracy, which is perfect and effective than the method in [41] with 98.6% of classification accuracy. 

 

 

Proposed kernels Classification Accuracy (%) 

DTCWT+KSVM(HPOL) 96.7 

DTCWT+KSVM(IPOL) 98.05 

DTCWT+KSVM(GRB) 99.42 

Table 4: Classification accuracies of the proposed technique 

 

 

 

Literature 
Name of the 

methods 

Classification 

Accuracy (%) 

 

[12] 

Linear 96.15 

Polynomial 98 

Radial basis function 98 

[41] 
ANN 97 

kNN 98.6 

Proposed GRAB 99.42 

Table 5: Comparison of proposed and existing techniques 

 

 

 

No. of Images 
Training(160) Testing(40) 

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal 

200 15 145 5 35 
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5. CONCLUSION 

  

 We proposed a novel technique for brain image classification. The initial pre-processing section applies median filtering 

techniques for MR brain images. Then it undergoes segmentation using morphological segmentation technique where tumor 

affected regions are segmented ideally. Then the feature extraction is done by using dual-tree complex wavelet transform 

(DTCWT). Finally, the classification is performed through kernel SVM, which has three different kernels as Gaussian Radial 

Basis (GRB) kernels, Homogeneous Polynomial (HPOL), and Inhomogeneous Polynomial (IPOL). GRB achieves 99.42% 

accuracy among these kernels, and the rest of HOPL and IPOL has 96.7% and 98.05, respectively. The proposed method is 

compared with other existing classification approaches to prove its performance, showing higher accuracy.  
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